William Blake の“The Lamb”と“The Tyger”を読む by 川﨑 美佐子
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Innocence and of Experience…by…William…Blake…through…analyzing…their…metres…and…forms…







　“The…Lamb”…and…“The…Tyger”…are… the…best-known…poems…as…pairings… in…Songs of 
Innocence and of Experience. Songs of Innocence and of Experience…is…the…finest…collection…
of…his…earlier…works,…in…which…many…poems…are…obviously…paired.…This…collection…of…poems…
has… the… subtitle…“Shewing… the…Contrary…States… of… the…Human…Soul”;… therefore,…Blake…
believed… that…human…beings…have… two… states:…“Innocence”…and…“Experience”.…“The…





on… trochaic… tetrameter…with…catalexis…at… the…end…of…all… lines.…Blake… framed…each… image…
of…“Lamb”…and…“Tyger”…through… their…metrical… rhythms.…Thus,… it… is… likely… that… these…
poems…make…up…a…pair,…and…a…study…of…versification…is…also…worthy…of…further…consideration…
when…interpreting…Bleakean…ideas.…The…purpose…of…this…paper…is…to…analyze…and…compare…
their…verse-rhythms…by…scansion…and…find…out…the…best…method…to…read…“The…Lamb”…and…
“The…Tyger”,…while…considering…the…variety…of…linguistic…problems…in…terms…of…phonology,…
morphology,…syntax,…and…semantics.
